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Season 1, Episode 16
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Shorties in Love



When Diamond, an old girlfriend of Original Cindy's mysteriously reappears to rekindle their relationship, Max finds her anonymity dangerously comprised by a stranger with a deadly secret. Max becomes suspicious of Diamond's presence when Max is attacked by strangers. Logan investigates the identity of the attackers. Meanwhile, Max carries out a heist at the request of Logan. Unbeknownst to her, Max is followed on the heist by Diamond. Diamond accidentally trips an alarm and Max is caught. Diamond got away with the goods from the heist and convinces Cindy to leave town with her to start a new life.   While Max is in jail, Hazmat-suited soldiers drug her and take her to a laboratory. Max escapes after she learns her captors plan to kill her because she won't reveal the whereabouts of Diamond. With the help of Logan, Max discovers Diamond is wanted because she was injected with a deadly biological poison which was given to her by a genetics corporation. The corporation is trying to cover
Quest roles:
Kim Hawthorne(Jacinda Katsuno), Jade C. Bell(Sebastian), Irene Chang(Sebastian's Nurse), Alex Carter, Tangelia Rouse(Diamond Latrell), Winnie Hung(Maid), Jason Diablo(Mr. Scott)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
17 April 2001, 00:00
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